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• EPSRC Energy Feasibility Study
• Our long-term vision is for the built environment to be designed costeffectively, based on whole life cycle energy consumption using
minimum material resource for appropriate performance. Our immediate
ambition is to use feasibility studies to identify and address sources of
wasted embodied energy, value-less cost, and performance over-design
in the construction industry to transform sector wide design practice and
define the research areas that will underpin this transformation.

First MEICON Report

• Survey of structural engineering
practitioners to examine culture and
practice in structural engineering
design relating to embodied energy
• First report PDF download from
www.meicon.net/survey2018
• Analysis results in 21 Research
Questions and 18 Industry
Questions (Michal has circulated)
• Please help us answer them (link
above or email jjo33@cam.ac.uk)
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The built environment accounts for 39% of global energy related CO2 emissions, and construction generates 13%
of global GDP. Recent success in reducing operational energy and the introduction of strict targets for near-zero
energy buildings mean that embodied energy is becoming the dominant component of whole life energy consumption in buildings. One strategy that may be key to achieving emissions reductions is to use materials as efZciently as possible. Yet research has shown that real buildings use structural material inefZciently, with wastage
in the order of 50% being common. Two plausible mechanisms are 1) that some engineers hold individual misconceptions, or 2) that inefZciency is a cultural phenomenon, whereby engineers automatically and unquestioningly repeat previous methods without assessing their true suitability. This paper presents a survey of 129 engineering practitioners that examined both culture and practice in design relating to material efZciency. The
results reveal wide variations and uncertainty in both regulated and cultural behaviours. For the Zrst time, we
demonstrate that embodied energy efZciency is not a high priority, with habitual over-design resulting in more
expensive buildings that consume more of our material resource than necessary. We show wide variability in
measures that engineers should agree on and propose research through which these culture and individual issues
might fruitfully be tackled within the timeframes required by climate science.
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1. Introduction

Global warming is partly caused by increasing greenhouse gas
(GHG) concentrations in the atmosphere, particularly carbon dioxide.
About half of cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emissions between 1750
and 2010 occurred in the last 40 years (Field et al., 2014). Emissions
from fossil fuels and industrial processes represent 65% of all greenhouse gas emissions (Field et al., 2014). To limit future impacts of climate change, and to meet the emissions targets set by the Paris Agreement (UN, 2015) significant reductions in GHG emissions are necessary.
Indeed, some scenarios will require extraction of CO2 from the atmosphere (Hansen et al., 2017). The European Union low carbon road map
requires an 80% reduction in domestic emissions by 2050 compared to
1990 (European Commission, 2011) and the UK Climate Change Act
2008 includes similar targets (HM Government, 2008).
The built environment is estimated to account for around 36%
of global Znal energy use and 39% of energy related CO2 emissions

(International Energy Agency, 2017a). In 2015, the manufacturing of
materials for building construction accounted for 11% of global energy
related CO2 emissions (International Energy Agency, 2017b) - around
half of all world steel production is used in buildings and infrastructure (World Steel Association, 2017; Allwood et al., 2012). About 13%
of global GDP is generated by construction (McKinsey and Company,
2017) and activity in this sector creates the underpinning buildings and
infrastructure that make all other sectors productive.
Lifetime carbon emissions associated with a building or asset are
composed of 1) emissions arising from energy consumption during use
(operational emissions) and 2) emissions associated the building materials and maintenance (embodied emissions) (BS EN 15978, 2011). Assuming a 60-year building lifespan, whole life embodied carbon emissions in new ofZce and residential buildings in the UK are already estimated at 67% and 69% respectively (RICS, 2017). Success in reducing
operational energy consumption means that embodied energy is now
the dominant component of whole life energy consumption (European
Commission, 2010; Moynihan and Allwood, 2014; Cabeza et al., 2013;
Pacheco-Torgal et al., 2013), as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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• Paper with results in Resources,
Conservation and Recycling
(accepted for publication)
• Will circulate link at a later date

Evening meeting

• There will be an evening meeting at IStructE HQ to
present the results in detail and open the report to
discussion
• Date TBC but will be before December
• We will circulate this information shortly

https://www.meicon.net/floor-loading-occupancy-calculator/
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